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Property Detail
Price 75,650,000 THB
Location Layan Thailand
Bedrooms 4
Bathrooms 4
Land Size 925 area
Building Size 577 sqm
Type villa

Description

Botanica Property in Thailand

Come see Botanica Valley and Sky Valley and discover the architectural brilliance of AAP
Architecture, the esteemed developer with over twelve years of experience crafting private homes
in Phuket, Thailand. Embracing the tranquility and scenic beauty of the mountains, AAP
Architecture presents "The Valley," a remarkable property within the Botanica development.

"The Valley" villa revolves around a natural stone-tiled swimming pool, creating a captivating
centerpiece. Inside, an open floorplan seamlessly flows, adorned with a vaulted teak wood ceiling
and concertina glass doors that offer a sense of space and elegance. Transom windows above the
glass doors infuse the main area with abundant natural light and an added touch of sophistication.

Embracing the serene outdoor ambiance, the villa's eaves extend to create a delightful lounge or
dining area on the terrace, supported by striking pillars. The grand tile flooring in the front room
perfectly matches that of the terrace, facilitating a seamless transition between indoor and outdoor



spaces.

Situated in proximity to Layan and Bang Tao Beach, Botanica "The Valley" presents luxury pool
villas that epitomize opulence and comfort. This exceptional property has garnered acclaim,
earning recognition as a winner of the prestigious Property Thailand awards.

Flexible payment plans are available, ensuring convenience for prospective buyers. Additionally, a
furniture package valued at 4 million THB is offered to enhance the living experience. A showroom
is accessible for viewing, and a new phase has just been launched, featuring attractive early bird
pricing.

Immerse yourself in the world of AAP Architecture's Botanica "The Valley" and seize the
opportunity to own a truly exceptional residence in Phuket, Thailand.

Don't miss the chance to explore the showroom and take advantage of the enticing early bird
pricing.
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